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Abstract. Malaria remains a deadly disease that affected millions of people in
2016. Among the five Plasmodium (P.) parasites which contribute to malaria
diseases in humans. P. falciparum is a lethal one which is responsible for the
majority of the world-wide-malaria-related deaths. Since the banana-shaped
stage V gametocytes play a crucial role in disease transmission, understanding
the deformation of single stage V gametocytes may offer deeper insights into the
development of the disease and provide possible targets for new treatment
methods. In this study we used lattice Boltzmann-based simulations to inves-
tigate the effects of the stretching forces acting on infected red blood cells inside
a slit-flow cytometer. The parameters that represent the cellular deformability of
healthy and malaria infected red blood cells are chosen such that they mimic the
deformability of these cells in a slit-flow cytometer. The simulation results show
good agreement with experimental data and allow for studying the transporta-
tion of malaria infected red blood cell in blood circulation.
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1 Introduction

In spite of treatment with new antimalarial combinations and enhanced vector control,
malaria remains as a deadly disease in Africa, South-East Asia and Eastern Mediter-
ranean. Malaria affected more than 200 million people in 2016 and caused about
445000 deaths based on recent WHO World Malaria 2017 report [33]. Among the five
Plasmodium (P.) parasite species which contribute to malaria disease in humans,
P. falciparum is a lethal one which is responsible for the majority of the
world-wide-malaria-related deaths [1, 8]. In an effort to disrupt parasite transmission,
the WHO has developed a global technical strategy for malaria (2016–2030), which
shifts their focus from disease control to elimination. These parasites are transmitted
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among humans by the female Anopheles mosquito vector. The complex life cycle of
P. falciparum is associated with a 44–48 h of asexual replication which takes place in
the human host. The parasite in the form of merozoite invades healthy red blood cells
(hRBC) and matures through the ring, trophozoite and schizont stages. After the first
asexual cycle, a subset of these asexual parasites (*0.1%–5%) develop into male and
female gametocytes, known as gametocytogenesis cycle which takes about 10–14 days
to mature [13, 27]. Although these gametocytes do not directly contribute to malaria
pathology, they play vital role in completing its life cycle by transmitting parasites to
mosquito vector.

Gametocytogenesis consists of five distinct stages where the mid-stage (II–IV)
gametocytes show low deformability and are sequestered into deep tissues such as bone
marrow and spleen cords to avoid clearance by the spleen [8, 22]. Several studies have
shown that only the mature banana-shaped stage V gametocytes (vRBC) are able to
move freely in the peripheral blood circulation [13, 22, 27, 28]. In 1880, Laveran first
found this banana-shaped stage V gametocyte in the blood smear of an Algerian
malaria patient through microscopic technique [21]. The cellular deformability
switching of the mature gametocytes is correlated to the morphological alterations,
where a protein resident tends to modify the arrangement of inner membrane complex
after invasion [1, 7, 8, 28]. Experimental studies have suggested that the SubTelomEric
Variable Open Reading frame (STEVOR) proteins contribute to the overall stiffness
tuning [28]. The underlying mechanisms of shape shifting and increment of cellular
deformability is due to the linkage disassociation of STEVORs from the RBC mem-
brane with mature stage V gametocytes. Since the banana-shaped stage V gametocyte
is the only reproduction factor, studies of the deformation characteristics of single stage
V gametocyte can offer insights into the connections among mechanical state, espe-
cially how well it deforms to sequester in the subdermal micro capillaries of skin where
they are easily accessible to mosquito during blood meals.

Due to the significant improvement in developing high fidelity patient specific
models for blood flow simulation, several macroscopic open-source software has been
developed and available freely for researchers. For instance, CVSim (CardioVascular
Simulator), SimVascular, and HemoCell (High pErformance MicrOscopic CELlular
Library). CVSim models the human cardiovascular system as a lumped-parameter
model and it has been used for research and teaching quantitative physiology courses at
MIT and Harvard Medical School [14]. CVSim focuses on the normal physiology and
pathology of the cardiovascular system. Similarly, SimVascular is another open source
software which serves as a platform for cardiovascular simulation [10]. Both CVSim
and SimVascular are good for cardiovascular simulation, but they are not useful for
application on cellular level and multi-scale modelling. HemoCell, on the other hand,
implements multi-scale in-silico modelling for arterial health and diseases [15]. The
design of HemoCell allows the user to extend in-silico studies for cellular level of
blood suspension with various types of cells and transport mechanisms of single cells
in micro-fluidic setting [34]. In addition, the high computational performance enables
applications up to macroscopic scales.

In this paper, HemoCell serves as the framework to replicate the stretching forces
acting on a cell inside a slit-flow cytometer where the parameters used in representing
the cellular deformability of hRBC and vRBC are being tuned in order to obtain the
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respective optimal parameters values which best fit to mimic the deformability of the
cell. The tuned parameters include membrane viscosity (gm) and elasticity (jL) which
characterize the cellular deformability and viscoelasticity in shear flow, with a shear
stress of 3 Pa. Apart from that, we adopted the exact dimensional measurement from
previous research [1] to represent a reliable three-dimensional object for vRBC.

2 Methodology

2.1 Computational Methods

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) will be used to obtain a more detailed under-
standing on the biomolecular interactions in blood fluid. Especially in the complex
system which involves microscopic interaction of healthy, and malaria-infected red
blood cells in blood plasma; such as stretching of the red blood cells due to high shear
stress or compression arising from differential pressure. The full simulation of the
microscopic interaction between blood plasma and red blood cells is challenging as it
does not only involve complex geometries but also highly complex multi-scale physics.
For this purpose, we chose a powerful approach known as the lattice Boltzmann
method (LBM). In the last two decades, LBM has been widely implemented in several
applications, including flow through porous medium [24], wind-driven ocean circu-
lation [26, 35], discontinuous flows with shocks [36, 37], tidal flows on complex
geometries with irregular bathymetry [29], microscopic interactions in capillary flow
[11, 18–20], blood flow simulations involving time harmonic and pulsatile flows [3–5],
and also corals studies [16].

LBM is well-known among scientific computing as the method itself is based on
statistical physics and discretized particle velocities in accordance to restricted physical
spaces. For instance, in the three-dimensional Lattice BGK model, a particle can only
move along 19 directions, including the one staying at rest. Excellent parallelisations of
the LBM methods do exist, especially the simulation of flows in complicated
geometries [6, 17, 31, 32]. We employed HemoCell [38], where the blood plasma is
modelled as an incompressible Newtonian fluid and where the lattice Boltzmann
method is used to solve the fluid flows. For this purpose, a fully parallelized
LBM-based fluid solver library known as Palabos is utilized to produce accurate flow
results in microvascular settings. Both the surfaces of hRBC and vRBC are modelled
using the discrete element method, where the boundary layers are immersed into the
plasma via Immersed Boundary method (IBM) [34]. These membranes are modelled
using discrete element methods where edges, Ne connecting the vertices Nv yielding
surface triangles Ntri. In our simulations, the membranes of hRBC and vRBC consists
of Nv = 642; 260 vertices, Ne = 1920; 778 edges, and Ntri = 1280; 516 faces,
respectively.

The computational efficiency of HemoCell has been demonstrated recently [2]
where comprehensive studies has been done to investigate the fractional load imbal-
ance overhead in a high-performance biofluid simulation. The authors found that in the
three-dimensional domain decomposition, the fractional load imbalance overhead was
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smaller than the fractional communication overhead. Results showed good agreement
between the measurements and their load imbalance model.

2.2 Modelling Set-Up and Assumptions

The ability of a red blood cell (RBC) to deform is a significant indicator of its viability
since optimal cellular deformability is essential for both micro- and macro circulation.
In order to survive in high shear stress while being forced to pass through capillaries,
high deformability is a must. The deformability of RBC is primarily determined via
three factors: surface area-to-volume ratio of the biconcave disc, membrane viscosity,
and viscoelasticity [25, 28, 30]. In HemoCell, the RBC is represented by a discrete
element model in which the material model consists of five major parameters in
defining the deformability of a RBC as follows [34]:

Parameters ¼ jV ; jA; jL; jB; gm; gf g

where jV , jA, jL, and jB denote volume conservation coefficient, local area conser-
vation coefficient, link force coefficient, and a combined bending force modulus for
membrane and cytoskeleton. For the ease of implementation of these coefficients in the
lattice Boltzman environment, the value of these four coefficients are translated into a
dimensionless value via numerical computation. The remaining two parameters gm and
g denote the membrane viscosity and dynamic viscosity, respectively.

Surface Area-to-Volume. Healthy red blood cells have a volume of approximately 90
µm3 with a surface area of approximately 136 µm2 [9]. The shape of a healthy red
blood cell as shown in Fig. 1(a) is known to be a biconcave which gives a large
surface-area-to-volume ratio. This has been proven via equilibrium of forces in
strong-deformation experiments which shown that the surface area-to-volume ratio of
the hRBC is 40% greater than a sphere with the same volume [9]. Experimental data
from detailed analysis on the cell geometry of the malaria-infected red blood cells
during gametocytogenesis have revealed that the surface area-to-volume ratio for each
stage was nearly constant [1]. Although significant morphology changes are observed
through the maturation of gametocytes, data suggested that any changes in deforma-
bility during sexual development cannot be thought as a direct influencer in the changes
of surface area-to-volume ratio for the host cell. This is because approximately 70% of
the RBC hemoglobin is digested during maturation [8]. Similar results were found via
cryopreserved parasites measurement in which the authors claimed that the surface
area-to-volume ratio is not a key determinant in the overall deformability changes [12].
Hence, in this paper, we assume that the local area conservation of malaria-infected red
blood cell with stage V gametocyte has a similar local area conservation constraint as
the hRBC. Meanwhile, in HemoCell, the local area conservation is constrained via a
constant dimensionless area conservation coefficient, denoted as jA (it is set as 5.0
during simulations).

Membrane Viscosity gm. The RBC membrane is considered as an ultrathin
two-dimensional fluid layer endowed with surface viscosity. The thickness of a hRBC
is approximately 80 nm [1], while the vRBC has a thickness of approximately 70 nm
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[8] which are observed via transmission electron microscope. The membrane viscosity
is determined as follows where d and g denote the thickness and the fluid bilayer
viscosity, respectively.

gm ¼ d � g

Note that in the experimental setup using a slit-flow cytometer, the RBC has a
dynamic fluid viscosity of 0.025 Pa s. Here, we assume that both the fluid bilayer
viscosity and dynamic fluid viscosity are the same. Hence, the membrane viscosity for
hRBC and vRBC are 5:0� 10�10 Ns m−1 and 2� 10�9 Ns m−1, respectively.

Elasticity. This is one of the crucial mechanical properties of a RBC in which the lipid
bilayer membranes of RBC are linked to the cytoskeleton for cellular deformability,
shape recovery, flexibility, and durability. The shear modulus is one of the parameters
used in determining the viscoelasticity of a cell. Data obtained via micropipette aspi-
ration revealed that from stage II to IV, the shear moduli of each stage increase
significantly, while there is a sharp drop in shear modulus during the transition of stage
IV to stage V [1]. In order to implement shear modulus in HemoCell, the parameter jL
is used. It is defined as a link force which acts along links of the numerical surface
elements to model the response from stretching and shearing caused by external and
internal forces [34]. Due to the complex geometry of the surface discretization,
recovering the value of the Young and shear moduli corresponding to a given set of
parameters is not trivial. In HemoCell, we apply an additional numerical simulation
where we stretch and shear a patch of the membrane in order to obtain the module
emerging from a given dimensionless jL value.

Force-Fitting. In a slit-flow cytometer, the vacuum-generating mechanism is con-
nected to the slit element, where the fluid is allowed to flow through the slit and to be
collected in the other end as driven by the differential pressure [23]. As the differential
pressure reaches equilibrium state, the fluid stops flowing. During the changes of
differential pressure, the RBC morphology changes accordingly from prolate ellipsoid
to biconcave. Hence, in order to replicate the stretching forces acting on a cell inside a
slit-flow cytometer, we tuned the force of cell stretching simulation and compared the
results with experimental data from previous research [8].

Stage V Gametocyte Three-Dimensional (3D) Model. The in-silico studies allow us
to further understand the mechanical properties of certain living cells in a much con-
venient way where we can tune the parameters and test the corresponding hypothesis
observed from experiments. In this paper, the geometry of vRBC is modelled with the
respective dimension measurement obtained from epifluorescence microscopy and 3D
imaging as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Dimension measurement, surface area and volume of infected red blood cells at
different gametocytogenesis stages (obtained from [1])

Stage Length Width Thickness Surface area Volume Surface area/
volume ratio

I 6.95 ± 0.66 6.51 ± 0.79 3.34 ± 0.6 102.92 ± 10.39 71.6 ± 11.88 0.81 ± 0.08
II 8.10 ± 1.13 6.58 ± 0.54 3.02 ± 0.52 115.97 ± 14.3 76.41 ± 12.45 0.75 ± 0.05

III 9.92 ± 1.15 5.39 ± 0.86 2.99 ± 0.51 117.71 ± 17.61 78.55 ± 13.58 0.76 ± 0.03
IV 12.09 ± 1.37 4.62 ± 0.69 3.12 ± 0.58 118.71 ± 7.57 73.01 ± 6.84 0.71 ± 0.04
V 10.72 ± 1.32 4.88 ± 0.76 2.94 ± 0.38 122.92 ± 9.92 82.88 ± 10.06 0.75 ± 0.06

Fig. 1. Screenshots of the deformation for (a) hRBC, and (b) vRBC at different timestep.
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Elongation Index. The cellular deformability for hRBC and vRBC are determined by
the elongation index (EI) such that

EI ¼ L�W
LþW

ð1Þ

where L and W denote the length (axial) and width (transverse) diameter of the
respective cell.

In the case of vRBC, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b), due to the already elongated
morphology, the EI is determined as follows

EI ¼ EIt � EI0 ð2Þ

Where EIt and EI0 denote the elongation index at time t and the initial elongation
index, respectively.

3 Results and Discussion

In this study, we aim to replicate the stretching forces acting on a cell inside a slit-flow
cytometer using the HemoCell framework. The parameters used in representing the
cellular deformability of hRBC and vRBC are being tuned to respective optimal values
that would mimic the deformability of the cell in a slit-flow cytometer. In the exper-
iments performed by Dearnley et al. [8] where the elongation index of hRBC and
vRBC are measured via slit-flow cytometer at shear stress of 3 Pa, results showed that
hRBC has an elongation index of 0.34 while the vRBC has an elongation index of 0.18.
In HemoCell, the parameters in defining the deformability of hRBC as shown in
Table 3 has been validated in a previous study [34]. Taking the model of hRBC as a
benchmark model, we tuned the respective stretching force to obtain an adequate
stretching force value which gives similar elongation index for the hRBC at shear stress
of 3 Pa inside a slit-flow cytometer. In the simulation, we stretched the cell with
various of stretching force values for 10 ms where the elongation index is measured by
using Eq. (1). As illustrated in Fig. 2, the optimal stretch force values fall in the range
of 90 pN to 110 pN where the elongation index of hRBC is in the range of 0.3 to 0.35.
Therefore, we selected a stretching force of 110 pN for the rest of the simulations in
tuning jL value for the vRBC model.

As compared to Stage I to IV gametocytes, only the mature banana-shaped stage V
gametocytes (vRBC) are able to move freely in the peripheral blood circulation to be
uptake by the Anopheles mosquitoes [22]. Although they do not cause pathological
effects on patients, they play a crucial role in disease transmission. Hence, Aingaran
et al. [1] evaluated the shear modulus of different stages gametocyte using micropipette
aspiration. Experiment results indicated that the shear modulus of vRBC is in the range
of approximately 20 pN µm−1 to 120 pN µm−1. The shear modulus emerging from the
model using the given parameters is inferred from a numerical simulation in which a
patch of the membrane is being sheared to obtain the corresponding resulting shear
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modulus values. Hence, secondly, in accordance to the given range of shear modulus
from experimental data, we generated a set of jL values as shown in Table 2.

We investigated which of these jL values give an elongation index of 0.18 for the
vRBC at a stretching force of 110 pN for 10 ms. In Fig. 3., various elongation index
values are obtained via the stretching test. Note that the vRBC model with jL value of
28 has an elongation index of 0.18 which is in good agreement with the experimental
results. Thus, the best fit jL parameter which define the elasticity of vRBC is 28.
Figure 4 shows the final simulation results obtained from the parameters values given
in Table 3.

Fig. 2. Elongation index (EI) values for hRBC due to different stretching forces in the
simulation, where the dotted forest-green line indicates the observed experimental data for hRBC.
(Color figure online)

Table 2. Parameters used in the simulations.

kLink, jL Shear modulus (lN m−1)

28 20.3
70 50.7
84 60.9
97 70.3
111 80.5
125 90.6
138 100.1
152 110.2
166 120.3
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4 Conclusion

In this study, we used Lattice Boltzmann simulations to study the stretching forces
acting on a red blood cell inside a slit-flow cytometer. The parameters that represent the
cellular deformability of healthy and malaria infected red blood cells are chosen such
that they mimic the deformability of the cell in a slit-flow cytometer. The simulation

Fig. 3. The variation of the elongation index for stage V gametocyte (vRBC) at a stretching
force of 110 pN for 10 ms with (a) time and (b) dimensionless jL values. The purple dotted-line
indicates the observed experimental data for vRBC. (Color figure online)

Fig. 4. The estimated elongation index values for healthy RBC and stage V gametocyte at a
stretching force of 110 pN. The forest-green and purple dotted-lines indicate the observed
elongation index for hRBC and vRBC, respectively. (Color figure online)

Table 3. Parameters used in simulations.

Parameters Healthy RBC (hRBC) Stage V gametocyte (vRBC)

kVolume 20 20
kArea 5 5
kLink 15 28
kBend 80 200
Force 110 pN 110 pN
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results show excellent agreement with the experimental data and allow for studying the
transportation of malaria infected red blood cell in blood circulation. This in turn will
provide a better understanding and new insights of the in-host disease development.
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